






Review by Mark Werlin - May 4, 2020  02:48 pm

In “Stabat Mater: Arvo Pärt”, a collection of sacred works for choir, organ and strings, vocal ensemble Gloriæ Dei 
Cantores weave a musical tapestry out of the inextricable strands of worldly and spiritual life.

The sacred music of Estonian composer Arvo Pärt found a worldwide audience through the 1984 ECM New 
Series release “Tabula Rasa”, which included his compositions “Fratres” and “Cantus in Memoriam Benjamin 
Britten”. In CD format, Pärt’s music was in a sense secularized — given a commodity presentation with ECM’s 
distinctive black and white graphics — and placed in a context removed from the origins of sacred music, the 
Church. In this new SACD, Arvo Pärt’s music returns to that source.

The members of vocal ensemble Gloriæ Dei Cantores perform music not as a profession in the secular sense 
of the word, but as a religious vocation, with no less commitment than their professional counterparts. The 
ensemble’s concerts and recordings are distinguished by a devotional character that arises from their ongoing 
practice of choral services in the Church of the Transfiguration in Orleans, Massachusetts.

The church was designed along the lines of early Christian architecture, and is the home of the Gloriæ Dei 
Cantores ensemble. The singers participate in weekly and seasonal worship services, including evensong and 
liturgy of the hours in Gregorian chant. In preparation for this recording, each member committed to studying 
and reporting on Arvo Pärt’s compositional style, demonstrating a level of engagement well beyond that of most 
professional classical organizations.



Included in this disc are a range of compositions: Peace Upon You, Jerusalem (2002), Salve Regina and Nunc 
dimitis (2001), to the lengthy dramatic works, L’abbé Agathon (composed in 2004, revised in 2008 for two 
soloists, female choir and string orchestra) and Stabat Mater (composed in 1985, revised in 2008). Over the 
years, Pärt has revised some pieces many times, and inspired other artists to do their own arrangements; in my 
SACD collection are Kuniko’s renditions for percussion (Cantus - KUNIKO), Jörgen van Rijen’s for trombone 
and chamber orchestra (Fratres: Bach, Pärt - van Rijen) and the Berlage Saxophone Quartet’s for saxophones and 
violin (In Search of Freedom: Weill / Shostakovich / Pärt / Schulhoff / Eisler - Berlage Saxophone Quartet).

The compositional style of Arvo Pärt has been labeled “tintinnabuli”, a term which the composer tends to 
mystify:

“…I must search for unity. What is it, this one thing… Traces of this perfect thing appear in many guises – and 
everything that is unimportant falls away. Tintinnabulation is like this. . . . The three notes of a triad are like bells. 
And that is why I call it tintinnabulation.”

Conductor Paul Hillier, a champion of Pärt’s music, characterizes the two voices of tintinnabuli style, which 
Pärt labels M-voice (melodic line) and T-voice (tintinnabuli line), as analogous to the condition of sin, and the 
redemptive experience of forgiveness. In the music, tintinnabuli style can be recognized in Pärt’s frequent use of 
stepwise minor scale melodies (M-voice) in counterpoint to lines drawn from the triad and from the overtone 
series of cast bells (T-voice). But reducing Pärt’s work to an ambiguous term and a rudimentary description of 
its workings fails to account for the range of effects produced within these self-imposed limitations. On first 
listening, the works can appear repetitious and harmonically static; but closer listening reveals the subtlety and 
complexity of his method.

In his Magnificat, Pärt’s skillful use of chromatics, space and dynamics, elevates the work from mere “holy 
minimalism”. There is a natural flow into his Nunc Dimitis, in keeping with the practice of singing the two works 
in the evensong services of the Anglican Church. The striking gruffness of the low notes for the male voices, in 
Pärt’s system, corresponds to the “hum” tone of church bells; the low voices die away in the distance, like bell 
tones disappearing in the air.

“L’abbé Agathon”, in this arrangement for soprano, baritone and string ensemble, was inspired by a tale about the 
Desert Fathers, monks who lived in the early centuries of the Christian era in the deserts of Egypt. The legend 
recounts a meeting between the hermit Agathon and a leper who tests Agathon’s unconditional acceptance and 
charity toward the excluded Other. Only after these trials does the leper reveal himself as an angel sent by God.

The dramatic line is rendered vividly through the remarkable performance of soprano Rachel McKendree, who 
conveys the leper’s disguise through shadings of vocal characterization suggestive of hardship and bitterness, 
only to reveal the angel’s true identity in the climactic phrase “Béni es-tu, Agathon, par le Seigneur du ciel et 
de la terre” sung in her pure voice. It’s an exhilarating musical gesture that signifies the sudden, awe-inspiring 
appearance of the divine messenger. The silence that follows, just preceding the ending passage, suggests that 
Agathon’s true reward is not a brief glimpse of the celestial, but the enduring silence of God.

Pärt’s setting of the 13th-century Stabat Mater is notable for the clarity of his part writing and the capacity of 
his simple melodic lines to convey abject suffering. Conductor Richard K. Pugsley elicits from the choir a wide 
range of emotional expression, from the anguished call to share in the pain of the dying son, to the soft hush of 
weeping in compassionate solidarity with the bereaved mother. Ritornello passages for the strings add further 
urgency, and propel the development towards an emotional climax at the phrase “Juxta crucem tecum stare, et 
me tibi sociare in plantu desidro”, where the word “planctu” — lament — soars upwards on a rising crescendo, 
and falls to earth on the word “desidero”, the depth of the lament.



The sumptuous and detailed DSD recording was engineered in DSD by Brad Michel and Dan Pfeiffer. Michel is 
known to vocal music SACD enthusiasts for his outstanding recordings Britten and Finzi Song Cycles - Mark 
Padmore and Barber: An American Romantic - Conspirare on the Harmonia Mundi label. Even in two-channel 
audio, there is a deep soundstage with the organ set at a distance from the choir and the string instruments 
distributed to their left and right, as they would be positioned in a semicircle in front of the singers.

For all lovers of contemporary sacred choral music, and as an alternative perspective on the music of Arvo Pärt, 
this recording is highly recommended.
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For the past several decades Arvo Pärt’s 
music (and especially his choral works) has 
enjoyed a deep-rooted, enduring popularity 
around the world as substantial and sincere 
as any composer could hope for, and as 
such most of it has been very well served on 
multiple recordings, including most of the 
pieces on this program. Some of the works 
exist in different performing configurations, 
and you could spend hours  (as I have) 
immersed in the catalog, comparing and 
contrasting the various versions on this or 
that recording. Or, you could just select a 
particular recording by first-rate performers, 
as we have here, irrespective of the 
provenance of each work, and just enjoy it 
on its own terms. Pärt is Pärt–the different 
versions are not “improvements”, just alternate 
options for different performing groups and 
situations.

Salve Regina, Stabat Mater, and L’abbé Agathon fall into this multiple-version category, and 
while the first two have received very fine previous recordings in the current configurations 
(mixed choir and organ; choir and string orchestra), the latter is a slightly different case. 
L’abbé Agathon for soprano and eight cellos was first performed in 2004 in Beauvais, 
France, by L’Octuor de violoncelles de Beauvais (who commissioned it) and soprano 
Barbara Hendricks. However, there are also versions for soprano, four violas, and four 
cellos (2005) and for soprano, alto or baritone, female choir, and string orchestra (2008), 



which is the one we hear on this program. There is apparently only one other recording of 
this version, on ECM, which is available as a download (not a first choice for many listeners) 
and, for some reason, annoyingly inconvenient (and expensive) to obtain as a CD. Which 
makes this recording even more desirable, not only for its accessibility but for its excellent 
performance of this rarely heard work.

And speaking of these performers, Gloriae Dei Cantores and its director Richard Pugsley are 
not just another fine choir interested in presenting a program of Pärt’s music. They went into 
this project with an extraordinary commitment to not only know the notes, but also to know 
the composer. As described on the choir’s website (but for some reason not in the disc’s 
liner notes): “Dedicated to promoting the best of sacred choral music, several years ago 
Gloriæ Dei Cantores began an in depth study of Arvo Pärt. Immersing themselves in [his] 
compositional style, they sang his music in worship, on tour, and during an extensive concert 
series at the Church of the Transfiguration in Orleans, Massachusetts.

“Each member of Gloriæ Dei Cantores has presented in-depth study projects on Arvo Pärt’s 
composition style and his musical approach to the vision and the text. Striving to present 
the true intention of the composer and to bring to life the music and vision as the composer 
himself would have liked to hear it portrayed, conductor Richard K. Pugsley coaches the 
choir to step aside and allow the music itself to bring forth a vision, and to communicate the 
soul and spirit of the sound.”

And, not surprisingly, all of that translates into a recording of deeply felt performances 
that are always mindful of allowing the unadorned simplicity, the stark beauty and 
unpretentiousness of Pärt’s music to flower. You can read in almost every commentary of 
Pärt’s work about the details of his style and technique (if you’re interested you can find 
some of this in our previous reviews), and you can do what you will with the many mostly 
futile attempts to explain how this unique composer does what he does in order for his 
music to claim this uniqueness (we’ve tried this too). But the proof is in the singing, and here 
you have it–in an exemplary “American” sound that contrasts distinctly with the Estonian, 
German, and British choirs who’ve also championed Pärt’s music. If you’re a choral music 
fan, you already have Pärt in your life; if you’re new to his music, you can happily start here–
or with any of the reference recordings.

BUY NOW FROM ARKIV MUSIC
Recording Details:
Reference Recording: Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir (ECM); Polyphony (Hyperion); Tallis Scholars (Gimell); 
Bavarian Radio Choir (Br Klassik); Hilliard Ensemble (ECM)

PÄRT, ARVO:
Peace Upon You, Jerusalem; L’abbé Agathon; Salve Regina; Magnificat; Nunc dimittis; Stabat Mater
Pugsley, Richard K. (conductor)
Gloriae Dei Cantores
Gloriae Dei Cantores - 065    CD



Arvo Pärt, Stabat Mater. Gloriæ Dei Cantores GDCD 065
When he emerged from an artistic crisis in the late 1970s, Arvo Pärt set upon a course that would make him 
one of the most performed of living composers. Forty years on, at age 84, the prolific Estonian composer 
remains at the height of his powers, continuing to compose music that reflects his broad yet personal spiritu-
ality.

That is the essence of Stabat Mater, a new album released by Gloriae Dei Cantores led by music director Rich-
ard Pugsley on their own label. The recording brings together six works that Pärt composed over the last three 
decades, and the expert performances by the Cape Cod-based chorus reveal every subtlety of the composer’s 
unique style.

Many of the works on this disc are based upon sacred texts that reflect a traditional religious praise Jesus 
Christ and Mary, as well as lesser-known church leaders. And Pärt’s music, with its resonant harmonies and 
chant-like melodies, only enhances the mystery and timelessness of his spiritual inspiration.

The twenty-five-minute Stabat Mater (2008) originated as a commission for the 100th anniversary of Alban 
Berg’s birth. The text’s tale of Mary standing at the foot of the cross witnessing a dying Jesus, as heard here, is 



neither stiffly pious nor melodramatic. The chorus’s spare lines and stretches of silence instead convey a sense of 
loneliness and desolation. Like flowers in a desert, the string orchestra brings brief moments of animation before 
fading into the ensemble’s sumptuous blend.

L’abbé Agathon (2004, rev. 2008) is a short choral cantata for female voices, soloists, and strings that tells of a 
wandering priest and his encounter with a leper. Here too, Pärt uses silence as a dramatic tool, and the female 
chorus delivers its lines with radiance and delicacy. With his smoky baritone, Alexander Pugsley makes a stal-
wart Agathon, while Rachel McKendree brings her gleaming soprano to the role of the leper (who, the text 
reveals, is actually an angel).

Pärt composed his Salve Regina (2002) for the 1,150th anniversary of the Essen Abbey in Germany. Scored for 
organ and mixed choir, it is a meditation on the familiar Marian prayer. Here, the singers work their way through 
Pärt’s score with the grace of a chamber ensemble, trading phrases midline for intricate hocket effects. Other pas-
sages reveal the full powers of the singers, which together unfold the lines with sweep and assurance. Organist 
James E. Jordan is a constant presence, and he supports the singers with gentle harmonies.

The singers treat the celebratory text of Pärt’s Magnificat (1989) with intimacy more than revelry. The harmonies 
here are so finely tuned that the overtones themselves become part of the musical fabric. Gloriae Dei Cantores, 
with its fine tone and resonance, excels at such passages and delivers phrases that swell into resplendent state-
ments. Pärt’s well-placed dissonances, also handled elegantly by the chorus, bring a nicely tart asperity to the 
blend.

The Cantores singers’ reading of Nunc dimittis (2001) takes on the solemnity of a personal prayer. The chorus 
makes a strong case for Pärt’s skills as a word-painter, mixing their voices in bright chords whenever the text tells 
of holy light. But the work never achieves a traditional sense of finality. Left unresolved, the final harmonies seem 
to carry the tension beyond the scope of the composition itself, and the singers deftly fade their voices into the 
concluding silence.

Pärt scored his Peace Upon You, Jerusalem (2002) for women’s voices, and here the singers seize the opportunity 
for a more ebullient style. With the qualities of a vocal fanfare, the choir delivers the psalm setting with excite-
ment and tender warmth. Pärt’s music, this rendering suggests, is ultimately an expression of adoration.

With superb sound quality, the recording captures the fine acoustic of the Church of the Transfiguration, where 
the works were recorded. Conductor Richard Pugsley reveals the details of each composition with a rare sensitiv-
ity and luminosity. The liner notes by James E. Jordan highlight the context and interpretive detailing that Pugs-
ley and the ensemble bring to each score.

Recordings of the composer’s works may be abundant. Yet this disc, with its combination of familiar and unfa-
miliar repertoire, makes an ideal introduction for listeners eager to explore Pärt’s unique voice.

Stabat Mater can be purchased for $19.99 or downloaded from the Gloriae Dei Cantores website. gdcrecordings.
com













PÄRT Peace upon You, Jerusalem1. L’abbé Agathon2. Salve Regina3. Magnificat4. Nunc dimittis5. 
Stabat Mater    Richard K. Pugsley, cond; 1,2,4Rachel McKendree, 5Amanda Ortolani (s); 2Alexander 
Pugsley (bar); 3James E. Jordan (org); Gloriæ Dei Cantores    GLORIÆ DEI CANTORES 063 (SACD: 
69:54 &)

The eventful life of composer Arvo Pärt (b. 1935) has been chronicled several times, most 
notably in a 1997 biography by one of his early proponents, Paul Hillier, but it bears summarizing 
again. It is a remarkable spiritual and musical journey, from his childhood explorations with a damaged 
family piano, to his musical education within the expectations of Soviet Realism in occupied Estonia, 
to his experiments in serialism that won both censure and prizes, and through his further run-ins with 
the Soviet occupiers because of his growing Orthodox religious convictions. All things eventually 
led to a profound personal and artistic crisis, years of public silence during a deeply reflective study 
of medieval and Renaissance music, and the eventual development, from that and other influences, 
of his now-familiar compositional voice. It is a voice that seems especially true to what we know 
of the profound, quiet intensity and inwardness of the man. Central to it is the conceptually simple 
compositional system he called tintinnabuli—of bells, in which a bell-like triadic harmony is placed 
in counterpoint to diatonic melodic ideas—by which he has constructed most of a large body of 
compelling, often otherworldly musical works, including many settings of religious texts.

Some of these works are now among the most performed of contemporary compositions.  
Hillier was, as many know, the first to record Pärt’s choral music—there were a few orchestral 
recordings made for Melodiya before he was allowed to leave Estonia in 1980—and he and advocates 
like Tönu Kaljuste, Stephen Layton, and others have created a performance tradition based on 
precision, purity of tone, and a certain emotional restraint. It has become what we expect to hear in this 
music, and the austere beauty is central to these recordings’ popularity. It is therefore a bit of a surprise 
to hear a recording that documents a notably different approach: warmer in tone and more overtly 
expressive, while still precise, vivid, and exquisitely beautiful.

The new collection is the work of Richard K. Pugsley and the 30-voice Gloriæ Dei Cantores, 
the choir of the Church of the Transfiguration in Orleans, Massachusetts. Their text-centered approach 
to these works is characterized by him as “sung prayer,” and the resulting engagement of this choir 
of believers, members of a Benedictine community, is utterly captivating. The program he has chosen 
includes six works, both familiar and less familiar, culminating in one of the composer’s undisputed 
masterpieces, the 1985 Stabat Mater. This major work, commissioned to honor Alban Berg on his 
centenary, is a miracle of intricacy, near-perfect symmetry, and profound simplicity. Pugsley’s choir 



reveals all this while emphasizing the spiritual core of the work: the “immeasurable pain of the event 
and potential consolation,” as Pärt described it. The original was written for three voices and a string 
trio. The composer created a version for orchestra and SAT chorus in 2008, which was premiered 
and recorded by Kristjan Järvi and RIAS forces (Sony). Pugsley bases his version on the original, but 
uses a small choir instead of the trio while expanding the string trio into an octet. He thereby keeps a 
chamber-music quality while assuring a better balance with the enlarged vocal forces. What he loses in 
the intimacy offered by solo voices he gains in the richness of the choral sound and the frission of the 
ecstatic climax: arguably a best-of-both-worlds proposition.

Pugsley includes Pärt’s settings of two familiar canticles. The Magnificat (1989)—composed 
without the usual Gloria Patri—is another work from the early post-emigration period of Pärt’s career. 
The 2001 Nunc dimittis, composed for St. Mary’s Episcopal Cathedral, Edinburgh, completes the 
usual liturgical pair, even if they are not conceived as such. Both are tintinnabuli works, though the 
technique’s use in the later work is much freer. There are a number of excellent recordings of each, 
notably the tenderly sung versions led by Kaspars Putniņš (BIS), but these new ones are special. 
Again, one is amazed by how deeply felt the performances are. In the Magnificat, one can almost 
hear the quiver of anxious exaltation in the solo soprano’s voice. Lovely details abound: the caressing 
of the word “pace” in the Nunc dimittis, and the bass pedal points in its concluding Gloria Patri as a 
ground to the hocketing of the melody are but two. The Marian anthem Salve Regina (also 2001) is 
not a tintinnabuli work, though it shares an eloquent simplicity with those works. It does not use the 
traditional chant tune, but its chant-like melody is stirringly developed from unison into a shattering 
eight-part unresolved climax. The version recorded is the original for chorus and organ—there is a 
later one accompanied by celeste and strings—and organist James E. Jordan’s playing of the church’s 
lovely reclaimed E.M. Skinner is notable for its perfect understatement. He also provides the excellent 
program notes.

The program begins with two less familiar but fascinating works that show somewhat different 
facets of Pärt’s art. Peace Upon You, Jerusalem (2002) is a setting of Psalm 122 in a radiant folk-
infused manner, written for the Estonian TV (ETV) Girl’s Choir. It is sung by the women of this chorus 
in a sunny tone that suggests these younger singers without ever becoming arch. L’abbé Agathon 
(2004/2008) is essentially a dramatic cantata, something unique in the Pärt canon. It was inspired by a 
legend about the fourth-century Egyptian hermit Agathon who meets a leper on the way to market, not 
knowing he is an angel in disguise. His sacrifices for the leper earn him the blessing of the heavenly 
being when the test is revealed. The original is for soprano and eight cellos, and I have a soft spot for 
the unabashedly operatic premiere recording of that version by Anna Maria Chiuri, a mezzo-soprano 
with the requisite high notes, and the Bologna Cello Project (Sheva). Pugsley has chosen the 2008 
revision for two soloists—soprano and, in this case, baritone—female chorus, and string orchestra. 
A recording of this version has been released by Hillier (ECM), which, surprisingly, I find slightly 
disappointing. This new recording is superior, especially in the dramatic involvement of the soloists—
both choir members—and the chorus.

Pugsley discusses the choir’s history and philosophy in the accompanying interview, but it is 
enough to say here that the excellence of the ensemble and its director is known worldwide thanks to 



its numerous recordings and international tours. The engineering in stereo and surround is first-rate, 
though those familiar with this repertoire will note that the choral sound is more forward than is the 
norm for recordings of this composer’s music. Some may prefer the more distanced perspective offered 
by ECM and others, with its greater blend and atmosphere, but the vivid presence of the singers is 
likely part of the impact these performances create, and the relative closeness more than once reveals 
details not heard in other recordings. 

That said, I would never want to be rid of any of my collection of earlier recordings of this 
remarkable composer’s work, built over the years. There is much remarkable music making there. 
Rather, this remarkable newcomer will simply take an honored place in it, as it should in yours. 

Ronald E. Grames









PÄRT Peace upon You, Jerusalem1. L’abbé Agathon2. Salve 
Regina3. Magnificat4. Nunc dimittis5. Stabat Mater    Richard 
K. Pugsley, cond; 1,2,4Rachel McKendree, 5Amanda Ortolani (s); 
2Alexander Pugsley (bar); 3James E. Jordan (org); Gloriæ Dei 
Cantores    GLORIÆ DEI CANTORES 063 (SACD: 69:02 &)

After a splendid disc of music by Leo Sowerby by Gloriæ Dei Cantores that I reviewed in Fanfare 
42:4, expectations were high for this disc dedicated to the choral music of Arvo Pärt. It turns out that the 
music may be more familiar, but the standard of performance is just as high, and just as dedicated. The 
superb, close recording ensures one is constantly engaged.

The title of the disc is Stabat Mater, and it is with a setting of this that the program climaxes. 
But there is a succession of pieces leading up to it that are no less enthralling. The brief Peace upon You, 
Jerusalem, a setting of Psalm 122 scored for women’s voices, is fresh as a daisy. It requires great skill and 
control to sing, particularly at those moments when the texture thins to just one voice, or when one voice 
peels away from another by a semitone.

Scored for solo voices (soprano Rachel McKendree and baritone Alexander Pugsley), choir, 
and violas and cellos, L’abbé Agathon tells the story of one of the Desert Fathers (religious people who 
voluntarily entered into a life in the desert to understand the life of Christ) who meets a leper who is 
actually an angel in disguise. The work throughout sounds like Pärt and no one else; and yet it includes not 
only the string narrational quality, but more drama than one might perhaps associate with this composer. 
Soprano Rachel McKendree is particularly emotive in the work’s later stages.

Although L’abbé Agathon uses strings, the present recording opts for the version of the Salve 
Regina for choir with organ. There’s no missing the Gregorian chant-like nature of the opening choral 
melody, given in octaves. Harmonies can act as windows of light in this decidedly liturgical setting. This 
piece asks huge amounts of the participants: perfect pitching from the choir to ensure the clashes remain 
maximally expressive, and that the more radiant harmonic openings-out achieve the desired Affekt. James 
E. Jordan plays the glistening and etheric organ part.

Moving over to the Magnificat, we find another approach. Pärt opts to concentrate on one pitch 
(C), creating an edifice based on the note and its overtones. If anything, the effect is even more meditative; 
come the Nunc Dimittis (presented as a separate piece), we move to a different flavor of stasis, modally 
based, out of which the solo soprano of Sister Amanda Ortoliani emerges, radiant and hopeful, leading to 
the choral luminosity of the final section.

Finally in the playing order comes the Stabat Mater. It could be argued Pergolesi set the bar here 
and no-one has ever topped him; could it be that the act of composing this in honor of the centenary of the 
death of Alban Berg enables Pärt to ascend to Pergolesian heights? Certainly the cumulative effect and 
the music’s dolorous tailing off into Pärt’s cherished silence is analogous in its power. Three-part choir 
meets three-part strings, the latter linking the sections of the texts with infectious dance rhythms (superbly 
realized here) as well as underpinning the choral singing unforgettably; equally unforgettable are the 
moments when the choir is heard a cappella, or when the upper voices demonstrate an almost supernatural 
sense of control.

There is plenty of competition here, not least from Paul Hillier and the Theatre of Voices on 
Harmonia Mundi (Fanfare 36:2; his disc also includes Peace Upon You, Jerusalem). But as a disc of purely 
Pärt, this presents 70 minutes of exquisite spiritual power. The presentation is fine too: The extended 
booklet notes are exemplary in guiding both the reader-listener through Pärt’s stylistic traits and the 
individual works themselves. Colin Clarke
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ARVO PÄRT. STABAT MATER
GLORIÆ DEI CANTORES
RICHARD K. PUGSLEY
GLORIÆ DEI CANTORES

The jubilee of this year, Arvo Pärt (b. 1935) is today one of the most sought-after contemporary academic 
composers. For half a century of creative activity, Pärt turned to various genres of sacred music. These are opus-
es for the Orthodox Church, and Gregorian chant, and Renaissance polyphony. Pärt writes mainly meditative 
music, which is based on the individual composition technique developed by him - tintinnabuli. “I have found 
that it is enough when a single tone is beautifully played,” the composer admitted. However, before he found his 
original language, which researchers also call “sacred minimalism” or “new euphonious music”, he experimented 
with the serialization of twelve tones and collage techniques.

The CD by the ensemble Gloriæ Dei Cantores contains the composer’s choral works for various composi-
tions. Three works for choir a cappella—Peace Upon You, Jerusalem (“Peace be with you, Jerusalem”) for a female 
choir with a timbre highlighted clear sound, as well as two scores for a mixed choir. The Magnificat is built on the 



antiphonic juxtaposition of the male and female choir groups and the contrasting, full-sounding fortissimo in 
the tutti that fills the temple acoustics; Nunc dimittis (Now otpuschaeshi) is a concentrated atmospheric sound-
ing composition with lamentous intonations. I would like to note the organically built ensemble balance rich 
bass with an excellent profound timbre, rare for Western choirs.

The score for L’abbé Agathon (“Abbot Agathon”) is presented in the third edition of 2008 for string orches-
tra, mixed choir and two soloists. The work resurrects a scene from an ancient legend of the 4th century about a 
chance meeting of the hermit Agathon and a leper. The exquisite expression of the French language among the 
singers is enhanced by the timbres of the violas and cellos.

Salve Regina (“Glory, Queen of Heaven”) in the original version for choir and organ (2001) is an example of 
an exceptionally natural combination of timbres and immerses listeners in the atmosphere of a Catholic cathe-
dral, where the effect of “frozen” time becomes palpably existential.

One of the composer’s most grandiose choral canvases for choir and orchestra—Stabat Mater (“The Mourn-
ing Mother stood”)—conveys both painful suffering and the boundless feeling of love of Mary, standing at the 
foot of the cross on which her son was crucified.

Even before his original style was formed, Arvo Pärt absorbed various influences, among which was the 
Gregorian chant, heard by the composer in one of the bookstores on the radio. Like a divine insight, he opened 
a window to another world for the composer. “In an instant it became clear how deep and pure this world is,” he 
says. The composer records in his diaries the melodies of the Gregorian chants, which served as the intonational 
foundation of his “tintinnabuli” technique. Researchers called it “theology”, which captures the process of seeking 
truth, beauty, purity and contains a metaphor for the unity of love and faith.

The use of Arvo Pärt’s work was a logical step for the Gloriæ Dei Cantores ensemble (literally: “Singers for 
the Glory of God”), since the Gregorian chant is an integral part of their repertoire and at the same time the basis 
on which their interpretation of Western European music is based.

The collective was founded in 1988, and during this time the choir members have mastered more than 200 
works of authorship from various eras: from the medieval Gregorian chant to sacred works of the 21st century. 
The choir is actively touring, including visiting Russia three times and performing in the most famous halls, 
including the capital’s Great Hall of the Moscow Conservatory and the Tchaikovsky Concert Hall. As part of 
popularizing the best examples of religious music, several years ago, the band members began to study the 
creative heritage of Arvo Pärt under the leadership of Richard C. Pugsley, who headed the Gloriæ Dei Cantores 
collective about 15 years ago. The special immersion of each of the singers in Pärt’s style creates an extraordinary 
prayer atmosphere when performing his music: whether this happens as part of a tour or a series of concerts at 
the Church of the Transfiguration of the Lord in Orleans (USA, Massachusetts). Their repertoire also includes 
Pärt’s most ambitious works—Passio and Berliner Messe.

Repeatedly performing choral compositions recorded on this album with the Chamber Choir of the Mos-
cow Conservatory, being a co-organizer of the Mirror in the Mirror International Music Festival, held annually 
since 2015 in honor of Arvo Pärt and his contemporaries, I consider it important to recommend this disc to your 
library of contemporary music ...

TAGS: GLORIÆ DEI CANTORES ARVO PÄRT
TEXT: ALEXANDER SOLOVIEV

























STABAT MATER  •  Gloria Dei Cantores; James E. Jordan 
(org); cond. Richard K. Pugsley  •   
GLORIA DEI GDCD 065 (69:02) 
PÄRT Peace upon You, Jerusalem. L’abbé Agathon. Salve Regina. 
Magnificat. Nunc Dimittis. Stabat Mater.

 Today’s most performed living composer of religious music, Estonian-born Arvo Pärt’s music can 
be heard in churches world wide. Peace upon You, Jerusalem is a setting of Psalm 122 expressing love for 
the city and the word that represents it. Pärt’s alternation of major and minor keys reminds the listener 
that the words were often heard at ancient synagogue services. The work culminates in a more modern 
legato and its loving pianissimo pleads for peace among all communities living in the area. L’abbé Agathon 
is thought to have been a third century CE Christian monk who lived in the Egyptian desert. According 
to an old story, Abbot Agathon cared lovingly for an unkempt, unmannered leper. Later, the diseased man 
revealed himself to be an angel sent by God to test the Abbot. Pärt’s setting of the story, features soprano and 
baritone with a women’s chorus. When the leper’s true nature is revealed, tremolo strings evolve into strong 
sustained pitches that tell of the monk looking up and blessings descending upon him as the angel ascends 
into Heaven. The chorus sings this charming light piece with sensitivity and it clears the air before the 
program’s heavier works. The Salve Regina is a prayer many Roman Catholic children learn in their Religious 
Education Class. The praying supplicant greets and praises Mary, the mother of Jesus, and then asks her 
to hear the prayers of her earthly “children” and bring them to be with God in Heaven at the end of their 
exile on this planet. Since Pärt composed this piece for 1150th anniversary of a 9th century abbey in Essen 
Germany, he incorporated stylistic elements of traditional monastic music. The Cantatores bring it to life in 
an exquisite rendition. 
 The words of the Magnificat are said to be the Virgin Mary’s answer to having been selected to be the 
mother of the Messiah. In it, Mary realizes the honor God has bestowed upon her. She acknowledges the 
fact that generations of religious people will call her “blessed.” Pärt uses tonal color and copious overtones 
to show the diverse elements of one pitch, C, before bringing his piece to a close with a restatement of the 
opening, “My soul doth magnify the Lord.” Nunc dimittis servum Tuum, (Now You dismiss Your servant 
in peace), Simeon’s prayer celebrates the end of his work on earth and his delight in the promised reward. 
Through music, Pärt invites us to visualize the elderly Simeon, a frail man in a huge, colorfully furnished 
temple hung with rich fabrics embellished with the symbols of Israel. The work ends with a glorification of 
the Trinity: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. 
 The name of the recording is Stabat Mater (The Mother Stood) and it is the final piece on the disc. 
The music creates a picture of the grieving mother standing beside her Son as he hangs on the cross. 
Commissioned by the Alban Berg Foundation on the 100th anniversary of Berg’s death, Pärt fulfilled it 
with music inspired by a 13th century chant. Thus, the composition becomes a modern meditation on the 
crucifixion and the bereavement of Jesus’s mother. Pärt employs a three-part chorus along with violins, 
violas, and cellos to illustrate the depth of Mary’s sorrow and the high price Jesus paid for our salvation. 
As this picture becomes real in the minds of the listening supplicants through meditation, they mentally 
stand with Mary at the foot of the cross and hope someday to join her in paradise. The emotional punch 
of the group’s singing is monumental here. The Gloria Dei Cantatores is a group from the Church of the 
Transfiguration in Orleans, Massachusetts. They are part of an ecumenical monastic community in the 
Benedictine tradition which sings worship services in Gregorian chant. The Cantatores have sung all 
over the world and have made numerous fine recordings. This is an exquisite rendition of Arvo Pärt’s 
compositions, both for musicality and for well balanced sound. I think anyone who is seriously interested in 
Liturgical music should own this disc. 
—Maria Nockin ......   5 stars This is music for serious meditation.
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Massachusetts, Church of the Transfiguration. The Church of the Transfiguration of Our Lord,                       

consecrated in June 2000, is home to the Gloriae Dei Cantores Choir, founded in 1988, which                               

has been operating under the direction of Richard K. Pugsley for a decade and a half. In                               

addition to regular church services, they give concerts and recordings, increasing from time to                           

time the number of countries they have conquered with their artistic productions (according to                           

the latest published data, their number is 24). If you can believe it - the number of works                                 

performed under the direction of their music director and lead conductor can be put at around                               

2,000.   

Katalin Fittler  

In May 2018 and September 2019, they recorded six of Arvo Pärt's compositions, of which the title                                 

of the production was borrowed from the most voluminous, the closing number of their                           

album. Incidentally, this was the earliest piece, ordered by the Alban Berg Foundation for the                           

centenary of the author’s birth, and later reworked by Pärt - a partially modified apparatus -                               

twice. They also sing Magnificat (1989), Salve Regina (2001) at the request of Essen, and Nunc                             

dimittis from the same year, Peace Upon You, Jerusalem (2002), which cast Psalm 122, and L’abbé                               

Agathon (2004/2008). The choir, which sings in 18 languages, will interpret the works in English,                             

French and Latin. The singer and instrumental contributors (including soloists) are accounted for in                         

detail in the accompanying booklet, and the description of each piece comes from one of the                               

singers in the tenor voice. 



 

As a matter of fact, the “magic” that Pärt is now known for - bringing that sound to life - is                                         

certainly at least as much of an experience as listening. On the other hand, there is no doubt that it                                     

commands one’s attention. Because the student has no choice but to surrender to the sound                           

magic. If one is “professional”, one can discover “things to analyze”, more precisely, to recognize a                             

phenomena that he can simply call by name. However, we do not have a code to decipher what the                                   

mechanism of the action of the Pärt sound magic is based on.  

We have a deep understanding of the author, who is reluctant to talk about his works - words                                   

cannot approach the essence that drives this world. The choice of the register, ie the co-sounding                             

of certain parts of the sound range, probably plays a big role (István Vántus's musical space theory                                 

and space idea arises in the Hungarian student - about the location of good, so to speak, pure                                   

sounds in the musical sense).   

The recording can be listened to endlessly, sniffing the listener like a vortex - and when the sounds                                   

fall silent and only echo further inside us, we feel a peculiar catharsis: somehow we have become                                 

more or better.  

Publisher: Gloriae Dei Cantores, Catalog number: GDCD 065 



Arvo Pärt’s Stabat Mater by 
Gloriae Dei Cantores

Centered on the Stabat Mater, one of Arvo Pärt’s masterpieces, this disc also offers five
other sacred pieces where the composer’s spiritual message is fully expressed.

Arvo Pärt_Richard K. Pugsley_AELF Written in 
1985, the Stabat Mater is an important work in 
Arvo Pärt’s production. Lasting about 25 min-
utes, it is a continuation of his St. John Passion, 
composed shortly before. The Stabat Mater 
was commissioned by the Alban Berg Society 
to commemorate the composer’s first centena-
ry. The work was premiered in 1985 in its initial 
version and revised in 2008 for mixed choir and 
string orchestra. It is the latter version that is 
proposed in the present recording. Arvo Pärt 
departs significantly from an explicit illustration 
of Mary’s sorrow at the Cross. Rather, the com-
poser invites us to an emotional quest with his 
usual means, which are the very foundations of 
his musical discourse: a simple, even minimalist 
writing, not hesitating to upset the immutable 
rules of composition. He breaks the mold by 
significantly rejecting the very principle of mod-
ulation which, since the Renaissance, remained 
an almost absolute rule.

In the Stabat Mater, Arvo Pärt, through subtle shifts between voices and strings, leads us from lament to 
sadness by a tenuous and fragile light that gradually leads to a feeling of comfort and hope. Its famous 
“Tintinnabuli” effect, reminiscent of the bells of the medieval organ in a perfect major chord of three 
notes, illustrates this spark gradually emerging from the musical text. Listening to this music one hears 
influences from the Renaissance as well as from the Orthodox culture.



The rest of the program is just as exciting. Perhaps we will linger on the Nunc Dimitis, which offers a 
discourse that is extremely refined, nourished by silences, where Simeon’s prayer is expressed. The 
atmosphere is tense and uplifting, in just six minutes: a masterpiece. It should be noted that the sound 
recording is remarkably airy, freeing the voices and strings, making them celestial and soaring. The SACD 
support gives a perfect balance.

The Gloriae Dei Cantores, an American ensemble based in Orleans, Massachusetts, has been practicing 
this repertoire for many years, especially in concert. They know how to subtly create atmospheres where 
sound depths are in contrast to luminous climaxes. The interpretation - in spite of the pain of the texts 
- remains serene, masterly, almost enchanting - paradoxically. The choir and the instruments bring an 
atmosphere of warmth and peace to this reading. The conductor Richard K. Pugsley inhabits the music at 
the limits of tempo and tension. Through the other pieces, including a splendid Magnificat and a Salve 
Regina freely using the continuous sounds of the organ, Arvo Pärt confirms the expression of an inner 
song of deep spirituality, designed for planetary sharing: a message of comfort to humanity.





AllMusic Review by James Manheim  [-]
The choir Gloriae dei Cantores and its director, Richard K. Pugsley, have emerged as prominent American 
champions of Arvo Pärt’s music, with a distinctive sound to match. This recording, featuring Pärt’s choral 
arrangement of his own substantial Stabat Mater, is especially recommended to those outside North America, 
who may not have encountered approaches to Pärt beyond those of technically flawless Baltic choirs or ethere-
al British all-male cathedral groups. Here, richness of tone is prioritized over blend and the listener can hear 
individual voices in the 40-member choir. It brings a fresh feel to Pärt, more passionate and intimate than 
usual, and less abstractly “minimalist.” Beyond this, the program recommends this album to listeners, for it 
gives the lie to the myth of an essential homogeneity in Pärt’s production. There is a mysterious evocation of 
chant in the Salve Regina, declamatory and narrative structure in L’abbé Agathon, compact and motet-like 
structures in the opening English-language Peace upon You, Jerusalem, and the Nunc dimittis (not part of a 
pair with the preceding Magnificat), and the verse-determined shape of the Stabat Mater, one of Pärt’s major 
works. It adds up to a fresh, satisfying Pärt collection, once again beautifully recorded far from the centers of sound 
engineering wizardry at the choir›s home base, the Church of the Transfiguration in Orleans, MA.  9 out of 10 Stars



CLASSICAL CD REVIEWS

PART: Stabat Mater - Choral Works
Soloists/Gloriae Del Cantores / Richard K Pugsley, cond.
GDC RECORDINGS 065. TT: 69:02
BUY NOW FROM AMAZON

This site has mentioned a number of recordings of choral music of Arvo Pärt, in 
particular one directed by Paul Hillier (REVIEW). Now we have this fine new 
release that features the 25-minute Stabat Mater.The program also includes Peace 
Upon You, Jerusalem, a setting of Psalm 122 for women’s voices, L’abbé Agathon, 
a musical re-telling of an ancient the elderly Abbot Agathon, Salve Regina, and 
Nunc dimittis,. and Magnificat. Profuse program notes describe the work, and 
complete texts and translations are provided. The first-class Gloriae Dei Cantores, 
a 30-member ensemble gives dedicated performances with a small instrumental 
ensemble. The recordings were made in Church of the Transfiguration in Orleans, 
Mass. Engineers have captured the performances in outstanding multi-channel 
audio placing the listener right inside the resonant church.



   

Arvo Pärt 
Stabat Mater: Choral Works by Arvo Pärt 
Gloriae Dei Cantores / Richard K. Pugsley 
Paraclete (dist. Naxos) 
GDCD 065

Arvo Pärt grew up in Estonia, during a time when it was one of the most brutally repressive of the 
Soviet Bloc countries. Over time his religious devotion (and the overtly religious content of his music) 
got him into trouble with the authorities, and he was finally able to leave the country in 1980–and 
thereafter became the world’s most frequently performed living composer. These two discs offer 
programs centered on one of his most monumental works: the Stabat Mater setting. Originally written 
for three voices with string trio, both Gloriae Dei Cantores and the Choir of Clare College perform the 
composer’s later arrangement of the work for choir and string orchestra. Contrasting the style of the 
two ensembles when performing this work (and the others on the two discs) is interesting: Gloria Dei 
Cantores have a more fullsome, 20th-century sound, while the Choir of Clare College goes for a more 
straight-toned and ancient tone; my personal preference is for the latter, but a library supporting a 
choral curriculum would do well to collect examples of both for pedagogical purposes. Apart from 
the Stabat Mater setting, these two releases offer very different programs; the Clare College recording 
incorporates contemporary works by Pēteris Vasks and James MacMillan, that complement the Pärt 
pieces nicely.



FOR OUR TIME AND FOR ALL TIMES – TransCentury Communications 
 
Arvo Pärt: Stabat Mater; Salve Regina; Magnificat; Nunc dimittis; Peace upon You, 
Jerusalem; L’abbé Agathon. Gloriæ Dei Cantores conducted by Richard J. Pugsley. 
GDC Recordings. $19.99 (SACD). 
 
American Psalmody, Volume 1: Music of Samuel Adler, Charles Ives, Alan Hovhaness, 
Daniel Pinkham, Ronald A. Nelson, Robert Starer, Howard Hanson, and Randall 
Thompson. Gloriæ Dei Cantores conducted by Elizabeth C. Patterson. GDC Recordings. 
$16.99. 
 
     “Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof,” reads Matthew 6:34, which is to say 
there is no use worrying about tomorrow, since it will provide plenty of worries of its 
own. Yet it is well-nigh impossible now not to worry about tomorrow and, indeed, to 
worry that the worries tomorrow will bring will only extend and expand those of 
today…and then the next day will make things still worse…and on and on. A touch or 
two of the peace “which passeth all understanding” (Philippians 4:7) is very much to 
be wished for now – no matter what one’s individual religious or spiritual beliefs may 
be. 
 
     It is in times like these – and let us remember that there have been many earlier 
times filled with deep and justified fear, worry and uncertainty in terms both of 
health and of economic viability – that music, at least some music, can provide a 
combination of uplift and calm that can help counteract the frenetic thoughts and 
endlessly circulating worry and near-panic that pervade our lives today. 
 
     Yet one would not expect to find calming, uplifting music being written by 
contemporary composers: most are better known for dramatic, dissonant, intense 
music that is difficult to perform (and frequently difficult to listen to) than they are 
for anything remotely soothing. Arvo Pärt, however, is a notable, very notable, 
exception. The famed Estonian composer (born 1935) did go through a neo-
Schoenbergian period early in his compositional life (and was rather imitative of 
Shostakovich and Prokofiev still earlier). But he concluded nearly half a century ago 
that those approaches were, for him, dead ends – and that he needed to return to the 
roots of much Western music, in the form of Gregorian chant, to find a new way 
forward. The result was a compositional technique that Pärt calls tintinnabuli, the 
word itself evoking bell sounds and minimalism – which pretty well describes how 
works created by Pärt using the technique come across to an audience. 
 
     Unlike other self-invented compositional approaches, though, Pärt’s does not 
require significant analysis or academic study to prepare listeners to experience it: 
whatever the technical specifics Pärt uses to create his chant-infused pieces, these 
are works that reach out to audiences’ emotions and provoke contemplative, uplifting 
and calming features that are intuitively understandable. All six works sung by the 
marvelous Gloriæ Dei Cantores choral group under Richard K. Pugsley on a new SACD 
from GDC Recordings speak beautifully to a modern audience – even one unfamiliar 



with Latin, the language of most of these pieces, and equally unfamiliar with the 
specific religious connotations and purposes of the pieces. Stabat Mater, the longest 
work here, produces an immediate feeling of eternity through a two-and-a-half-
minute introduction for strings before the chorus even enters – and weaves a 25-
minute spell of resolution and resignation, of acceptance, in musical language that 
certainly fits the topic (the suffering of the Virgin Mary at Christ’s Crucifixion) but 
that also ultimately proffers a message of hope. Salve Regina (“Hail, Queen”), 
directed at Mary, is declaimed, almost spoken, in Pärt’s work, whose modest pulsing 
carries the music along in a series of small, gentle waves. Magnificat is 
praise by Mary, and Pärt invests it with an otherworldliness that requires a perfectly 
balanced chorus with clear enunciation in even the quietest passages – providing a 
fine example of just how good Gloriæ Dei Cantores is. Nunc dimittis specifically asks 
God to allow His servant to depart in peace, and here the sense of peacefulness is 
palpable throughout. Peace upon You, Jerusalem – which is actually placed first on 
the disc – is a somewhat brighter, more-upbeat work, one in which the higher 
registers of the female voices have a distinct bell-like quality that produces a lovely 
blending at the conclusion. And then there is the most-unusual piece 
here: L’abbé Agathon, for voices and eight cellos, or four violas and four cellos – a 
work that draws not on traditional liturgical texts but on the story of one man who 
showed the purity and totality of his love by being willing to exchange his body for 
that of a leper. Placed second on the disc – just before Salve Regina – it combines 
instrumental effectiveness (including some telling pizzicato material) with a French 
vocal narrative, both spoken and sung, that makes the story more multifaceted than 
are the words of the other works here, but no less heartfelt and uplifting. The 
simplicity and directness of the setting makes it almost liturgical and lets it fit neatly 
among the Latin material elsewhere on this recording – helping turn this release as a 
whole into an experience that is both calming and highly meaningful. 
 
-TransCentury Communications 



Arvo Pärt – Stabat Mater
Gloriæ Dei Cantores; Richard K. Pugsley
Gloriæ Dei Cantores Recordings GDCD065
(naxos.lnk.to/StabatMaterEL)

If any composer could, singlehandedly, have created a public receptive to the holy minimalism of John 
Tavener and Górecki’s third symphony, it would be the monkish Estonian, Arvo Pärt whose 85th birthday 
(September 11) was the occasion of this release. Pärt‘s music has evolved through serialism – using the 
dissonances of atonal music – and Franco-Flemish choral music until, after years of meditation, religious 
consultation and even a break from composing, Pärt settled into using his singular voice to initiate his 
enduring tintinnabuli period, featuring such masterpieces as Tabula Rasa, Fratres
and Cantus in Memory of Benjamin Britten. 

This disc takes its name from Stabat Mater but also consists of other masterfully performed still and 
contemplative choral works. As with Pärt’s orchestral pieces, the uniqueness of this choral music is achieved 
largely through a build-up of dynamics and contrasting sonorities used in an almost circular manner. The 
Magnificat and Nunc dimittis are particularly eloquent examples. 

The longest work is Stabat Mater. While this music is intense, Pärt eschews the pain of the crucifixion; 
rather he imbues the event’s sadness with a ritualistic element by way of the gently rocking motion that 
forms the basis of the work. You couldn’t ask for a better end to this disc. Yet the build-up to it is extraordi-
nary because Gloriæ Dei Cantores, directed by Richard K. Pugsley, has interiorized Pärt’s spirit – indeed his 
very soul – as they traverse his music to an unprecedented degree of poignancy, with beautifully moulded 
choral textures and colours.

Raul da Gama



PÄRT Peace upon You, Jerusalem1. L’abbé Agathon2. 
Salve Regina3. Magnificat4. Nunc dimittis5. Stabat Mater  
  Richard K. Pugsley, cond; 1,2,4Rachel McKendree, 5Amanda 
Ortolani (s); 2Alexander Pugsley (bar); 3James E. Jordan (org); 
Gloriæ Dei Cantores    GLORIÆ DEI CANTORES 063 (SACD: 
69:02 &)

Everything in this collection of music by Arvo Pärt has 
been recorded before, many of the works more than once. While 

I will not claim that in each case this is the finest performance available, I can say that every performance here 
is competitive.

By now most Fanfare readers know what to expect from this acclaimed and popular Estonian 
composer. Pärt’s music moves slowly and often quietly. The booklet opens with a quote that is a helpful guide 
to understanding his aesthetic: “Music is my friend, ever-understanding. Compassionate. Forgiving, it’s a 
comforter, the handkerchief for drying my tears of sadness, the source of my tears of joy. My liberation and 
flight. But also, a painful thorn in my flesh and soul, that which makes me sober and teaches humility.”

Peace upon You, Jerusalem is a setting of Psalm 122 for women’s voices. If you think of Pärt’s music 
as being unvaryingly quiet and inward-looking, this work will change your mind. There is a wide variety 
of mood and color, and the music reflects the rejoicing of the pilgrims making their way to the Temple in 
Jerusalem. L’abbé Agathon, which follows, is actually a mini-drama––a musical depiction of the legend of an 
elderly abbot who is tested by a leper whom he comes across. A string ensemble joins the choir and provides 
rhythmic vigor and a broader color palette than is typical of Pärt. The score makes imaginative use of pizzicato 
techniques to expand and underline the drama of the abbot’s encounter.

The remaining four works set standard liturgical texts. Salve Regina is performed in its original version 
for choir and organ. This is, to my ears, one of Pärt’s masterpieces. It was composed in 2001 on commission 
from the cathedral in Essen, and made use of all of the church’s choirs: children’s, men’s, women’s, and mixed, 
which were placed in galleries throughout the church. I only listened to this recording in two-channel stereo, 
but even in that mode it created the impression of space intended by the composer. Pärt takes a very simple 
and beautiful melody, reminiscent of plainchant but in fact his own, and expands it gradually into eight parts 
in a stunning climax. Magnificat and Nunc dimittis are two exquisitely beautiful shorter pieces that serve as a 
bridge between Salve Regina and the major work on the disc, the 25-minute Stabat Mater.

There have been a number of recordings of Stabat Mater. This one stands near or at the top of the 
competitive pile. Although much of the music is marked by the typical inward-looking quietness we associate 
with Pärt, there are contrasting sections of great drama. Conductor Richard Pugsley and his choral and 
instrumental forces scale everything perfectly. The contrasts are jarring, as they were meant to be, but the 
overall shape of the score is not lost. This is music that presents the listener with both pain and consolation, 
and it is incumbent on the performers to figure out how to unite those contrasting elements. It is accomplished 
in large part by taking great care with transitions, whether they are transitions of tempo, color, or dynamics. 
The bridging from one mood to the other must be judicious and very thoughtfully handled.

There are many discs featuring Pärt’s choral writing, as a glance at the Fanfare Archive will testify. 
This is one of the finest. Gloriæ Dei Cantores was founded in 1988 as the resident choir of the Church of the 
Transfiguration in Orleans, Massachusetts. Their intonation is impeccable, their blending of voices is complete, 
and their ability to produce ethereal pianissimos while maintaining tonal body is very special. Pugsley 
keeps a firm pulse on music that could, and sometimes does, lose its shape under less capable hands. The 
recorded sound finds the right balance between spaciousness and clarity, and James E. Jordan’s notes are very 
informative. Finally, great praise to Gloriæ Dei Cantores for providing, on their own label, complete texts and 
translations. Recommended with enthusiasm. Henry Fogel







New disc offers ideal introduction to Arvo Pärt
Mon Jul 06, 2020 at 11:46 am
By Aaron Keebaugh

Arvo Pärt, Stabat Mater. Gloriae Dei Cantores GDCD 065
When he emerged from an artistic crisis in the late 1970s, Arvo Pärt set upon a course that would make 
him one of the most performed of living composers. Forty years on, at age 84, the prolific Estonian 
composer remains at the height of his powers, continuing to compose music that reflects his broad yet 
personal spirituality.

That is the essence of Stabat Mater, a new album released by Gloriae Dei Cantores led by music director 
Richard Pugsley on their own label. The recording brings together six works that Pärt composed over 
the last three decades, and the expert performances by the Cape Cod-based chorus reveal every subtlety 
of the composer’s unique style.

Many of the works on this disc are based upon sacred texts that reflect a traditional religious praise Jesus 
Christ and Mary, as well as lesser-known church leaders. And Pärt’s music, with its resonant harmonies 
and chant-like melodies, only enhances the mystery and timelessness of his spiritual inspiration.



The twenty-five-minute Stabat Mater (2008) originated as a commission for the 100th anniversary of 
Alban Berg’s birth. The text’s tale of Mary standing at the foot of the cross witnessing a dying Jesus, as 
heard here, is neither stiffly pious nor melodramatic. The chorus’s spare lines and stretches of silence 
instead convey a sense of loneliness and desolation. Like flowers in a desert, the string orchestra brings 
brief moments of animation before fading into the ensemble’s sumptuous blend.

L’abbé Agathon (2004, rev. 2008) is a short choral cantata for female voices, soloists, and strings that 
tells of a wandering priest and his encounter with a leper. Here too, Pärt uses silence as a dramatic tool, 
and the female chorus delivers its lines with radiance and delicacy. With his smoky baritone, Alexander 
Pugsley makes a stalwart Agathon, while Rachel McKendree brings her gleaming soprano to the role of 
the leper (who, the text reveals, is actually an angel).

Pärt composed his Salve Regina (2002) for the 1,150th anniversary of the Essen Abbey in Germany. 
Scored for organ and mixed choir, it is a meditation on the familiar Marian prayer. Here, the singers 
work their way through Pärt’s score with the grace of a chamber ensemble, trading phrases midline for 
intricate hocket effects. Other passages reveal the full powers of the singers, which together unfold the 
lines with sweep and assurance. Organist James E. Jordan is a constant presence, and he supports the 
singers with gentle harmonies.

The singers treat the celebratory text of Pärt’s Magnificat (1989) with intimacy more than revelry. The 
harmonies here are so finely tuned that the overtones themselves become part of the musical fabric. 
Gloriae Dei Cantores, with its fine tone and resonance, excels at such passages and delivers phrases that 
swell into resplendent statements. Pärt’s well-placed dissonances, also handled elegantly by the chorus, 
bring a nicely tart asperity to the blend.

The Cantores singers’ reading of Nunc dimittis (2001) takes on the solemnity of a personal prayer. 
The chorus makes a strong case for Pärt’s skills as a word-painter, mixing their voices in bright chords 
whenever the text tells of holy light. But the work never achieves a traditional sense of finality. Left 
unresolved, the final harmonies seem to carry the tension beyond the scope of the composition itself, 
and the singers deftly fade their voices into the concluding silence.

Pärt scored his Peace Upon You, Jerusalem (2002) for women’s voices, and here the singers seize the 
opportunity for a more ebullient style. With the qualities of a vocal fanfare, the choir delivers the psalm 
setting with excitement and tender warmth. Pärt’s music, this rendering suggests, is ultimately an 
expression of adoration.

With superb sound quality, the recording captures the fine acoustic of the Church of the Transfiguration, 
where the works were recorded. Conductor Richard Pugsley reveals the details of each composition 
with a rare sensitivity and luminosity. The liner notes by James E. Jordan highlight the context and 
interpretive detailing that Pugsley and the ensemble bring to each score.

Recordings of the composer’s works may be abundant. Yet this disc, with its combination of familiar and 
unfamiliar repertoire, makes an ideal introduction for listeners eager to explore Pärt’s unique voice.

Stabat Mater can be purchased for $19.99 or downloaded from the Gloriae Dei Cantores website. 
gdcrecordings.com



The late Twentieth-and early Twenty-First-Centuries have been a rich and productive period for 
sacred choral composers. Sir John Tavener (1944 -2013), Krzysztof Penderecki (1933 -2020), 
Henryk Górecki (1933 -), and Tigran Mansurian (1939 -) are just a smattering of modern talent 
behind this ancient form. Estonian composer Arvo Pärt sits atop this collection of composers 
with the distinction of being the most performed, living composer today. Like Tavener, Pärt’s 
conversion to Eastern Orthodoxy intensely colored his compositional themes. The composer’s 
keen ear draws from 1000 years of choral writing shone through the prism of the Massachu-
setts-based choral/orchestral ensemble Gloriæ Dei Cantores, who pay homage to Pärt with a 
collection of his spiritual settings composed between 1985 (Stabat Mater) and 2008 (L’abbé 
Agathon) 



 
Gloriæ Dei Cantores (“Singers to the Glory of God”) addresses religious choral music from 
medieval to contemporary. The group is affiliated with the Church of the Transfiguration in 
the town of Orleans, on Cape Cod, where it performs weekly services. The ensemble is a 
mixed-gender adult choir with 40 members founded in 1988 where it transformed from an am-
ateur group into the present professional configuration by Elizabeth Patterson and is now under 
the baton of Richard Pugsley. The group has recorded since 1989, when it debuted with the 
collection of Catholic Mass settings, Easter Day Mass, featuring Eleventh Century Gregorian 
Chant mixed with pieces by Palestrina (c. 1525 -1594), Frescobaldi (1583 -1643), and Jean Lan-
glais (1907 -1991). 
 
The group’s full discography includes some 60 recordings ranging from traditional Gregorian 
Chant to Herbert Howells, including the notable recent releases Rachmaninoff: All-Night Vigil, 
Op. 37  and Gordon Myers: God’s Trombones. 

Presented here are settings for six religious texts ranging from the pastoral aire of the Coptic 
story of “L’abbe Agathon” to the composer’s arresting meditation on the Magnificat (Luke 
1:46-55). The opening «Peace Upon You, Jerusalem» is Pärt’s treatment of Psalm 122, featur-
ing two sopranos (Rachel McKendree and Sister Amanda Ortolani) and women’s chorus sing-
ing a cappella. This is the airiest performance on the recording, like a brief whisper in the ear 
of the Divine. The Marian hymn Salve Regina («Hail, O Queen») features organist James E. 
Jordan supporting the entire chorus. The reading gravely consonant with lengthy melodic lines 
carefully drawn from the chorus. 
 
The Nunc dimittis is the traditional Gospel Canticle of Compline (The Night Office). Also 
known as the Song of Simeon, the text derives from the Gospel of Luke, Chapter 2, verses 29 
through 32. Sister Amanda Ortolani again is featured in a solo soprano role. It is a hymn of 
peace and acceptance, a request, a prayer for release. The full chorus is the breath upon which 
the Ortolani gently walks. 
 
The centerpiece is the title composition, Stabat Mater («Sad Mother»). The text is a 13th-
century Christian Marian Hymn, portraying the Blessed Virgin›s suffering at the foot of the 
Cross. It was composed by either the Franciscan friar Jacopone da Todi or Pope Innocent III, 
and its title derives from the first line, “Stabat Mater dolorosa,” which means “the sorrowful 
mother was standing” (in translation, “At the Cross her station keeping...”). Many composers 
have written settings for the text, including Lassus, Palestrina, Vivaldi, both Scarlattis, and most 
notably, Pergolesi. With respect to Pärt’s setting, the composition illustrates the composer’s mu-
sical technique “tintinnabuli.” Half mysticism, half grounded theory, Pärt described the method 
in his comments on Tintinnabulation from arvopart.org:

 
Tintinnabulation is an area I sometimes wander into when I am searching for answers—in my 
life, my music, my work. In my dark hours, I have a certain feeling that everything outside this 
one thing has no meaning...Here I am alone with silence. I have discovered it is enough when a 
single note is beautifully played. This one note, or a moment of silence comforts me. I work with 
very few elements—with one voice, with two voices. I build with the most primitive materials 
with the triad—with one specific tonality. The three notes of a triad are line bells.
...the lingering sound of a ringing bell that occurs after the bell has been struck. That concrete 



image is translated aurally in Pärt’s Stabat Mater. The piece is sprawling with the composer ad-
dressing each of the text’s 20 sections differently, interspersing instrumental dance rhythms that 
smack of the late Baroque. Triads dominate the piece: tintinnabuli character, a trio choir made 
up of soprano, alto, and tenor voices and a three-part string section of violins, violas and cellos. 
Gloriæ Die Cantores performances equal or better the many Pärt recitals found on ECM records 
and elsewhere. The super audio hybrid programming pays off with an efficiently realized pres-
ence that is warm without being stuffy and crystalline without being sharp edged. These perfor-
mances are significant additions to the Pärt discography.

Track Listing

Peace Upon You, Jerusalem; L’abbe Agathon; Salve Regina; Magnificat; Nunc dimittis; Stabat 
Mater.







“Stabat Mater”: New sacred music by Arvo Pärt published
Orthodox Estonian Composer Combines New Medieval Poem “East” and “West”

May 9th, 2020, 10:44 am Estonia / Music / Christianity / Arvo.Pärt / Orthodox

Tallinn / New York, May 9th, 2020 (KAP) The latest work by the Estonian Russian Orthodox composer Arvo Pärt - “Sta-
bat Mater” - has been released on CD these days. The performers are the choir and orchestra of the US ensemble “Glo-
riae Dei Cantores” under the direction of Richard K. Pugsley. According to music experts, the sacred music composition 
represents an impressive example of the encounter between the orthodox view and classic Western training. “East” and 
“West” are united in Pärt’s new work, according to the unanimous view of the experts.  
“Stabat mater” is the beginning of a medieval poem with an unsettled author. The Latin verses “Stabat mater dolorosa” 
(Eng .: “The mother stood there in pain”) describe Our Lady in her pain about the crucified Jesus. Settings of the “Stabat 
Mater” can be found throughout music history, the old Gregorian chant melody was already taken up by Josquin and Pal-
estrina in the 15th and 16th centuries. Variants by Vivaldi, Haydn, Schubert, Liszt and Verdi followed, and Arvo Pärt also 
created a version for 1985 for soprano, alto, tenor and string trio.  
The composer, born in Estonia in 1935, is an Austrian citizen. Pärt began his musical education as a child, at 14 he wrote 
his first compositions, later he began studying music, worked as a sound engineer on the radio and studied composi-
tion. His early neoclassical work was influenced by the music of Shostakovich, Prokofiev and Bartok. Pärt then experi-
mented with Schönberg’s twelve-tone technique and musical serialism. His music aroused the reluctance of Soviet cultural 
officials because of the modern way of composing, which was not considered “system-conform”, but above all because 
of the religious content.   In the early 1970s, Pärt joined the Russian Orthodox Church. In a long creative break (1968-
1976), in which the 3rd Symphony (1971) is the only authorized work, he dealt primarily with Gregorian chant, the school 
of Notre Dame and the music of the Renaissance (classical vocal polyphony). When Pärt presented the piano piece “Für 
Alina” in 1976, he had developed his personal style in the long remoteness in which the personal emotional world recedes 
in favor of a balance that has arisen from the ascetic.  
He called this new language, which is decisive for this period of his life’s work, the Tintinnabuli style. “Tintinnabulum” 
(Latin) means chimes. What is meant is the “ringing” of the triad, which stands for a reduction of the sound material to the 
absolutely essential.  
In 1980, under pressure from the Soviet government, Arvo Pärt emigrated with his family to Vienna, where he received 
Austrian citizenship. From 1981 to 2008 he lived in Berlin. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, he spent part of the 
year in his home in Estonia. Today he is one of the most respected composers of the present who always turns to religious 
topics, among others for the commissioned work “La Sindone” (The Shroud), an orchestral composition on the Turin 
shroud on the occasion of the Olympic Winter Games in Turin.  
Pärt received a myriad of awards, including the Austrian Badge of Honor for Science and Art in 2015 and the Joseph 
Ratzinger Prize in 2017.



PÄRT Peace Upon You, Jerusalem1,2. L’abbé Agathon1,3,5. Salve 
Regina4. Magnificat1. Nunc dimittis2. Stabat Mater5 • Richard K. 
Pugsley (cond); 1Rachel McKendree (sop); 2Sr. Amanda Ortolani 
(sop); 3Alexander Pugsley (bar); 4James E. Jordan (organ); 5string 
ensemble; Gloriae Dei Cantores • GLORIAE DEI CANTORES 065 
(69:02)

A new CD from the marvelous vocal ensemble Gloriae Dei Cantores and their Director Richard K. 
Pugsley surveys choral works by Arvo Pärt. All of the works display the economy and clarity of expression 
for which the Estonian composer is so well known. But there is quite a bit of variety as well. For example, 
the Salve Regina (2002), composed for the 1150th anniversary of the founding of Essen Abbey and the 
“Golden Madonna” of Essen’s Cathedral, “provided an opportunity for (Pärt) to write a work linking all 
four of the church’s choirs with organ accompaniment.” Twice during Pärt’s setting of the Stabat Mater, 
the music features glorious eight-part choral writing. L’abbé Agathon (2004/8) relates the ancient tale of 
Abbot Agathon, who brings aid to a leper, only to find out the afflicted person is actually “an angel of the 
Lord come to put him to the trial.” In this 14-minute piece, Arvo Pärt proves himself a master storyteller. 
The work is scored for soprano (The Leper) and baritone (Father Agathon) solos, women’s chorus (serving 
the function of the narrator), and strings. Pärt brilliantly employs all of these forces, as well as poignant 
moments of silence, to portray the story’s tension, and ultimately, its transformative message. The 
centerpiece of this recording also serves as its title, Stabat Mater. Pärt composed his 1985 setting of the 
sacred text in commemoration of the 100th anniversary of the birth of Alban Berg. As in the case of another 
great sacred choral works from the same period, the Te Deum, Pärt invokes visual imagery as inspiration. In 
the case of the Te Deum, Pärt observes: “I am reminded of the sense of immeasurable serenity imparted by 
a mountain panorama.” In the Stabat Mater, a narrative of Mary weeping at the foot of Jesus’s Cross, Pärt 
reveals: “It is just like the opposing elements, for instance the lava erupting from the volcano, flowing into 
the water. It seems impossible that such different elements would ever meet; however, in this piece this is 
exactly what happens. The text presents us the simultaneous existence of immeasurable pain of the event 
and potential consolation.”  That duality is expressed by Pärt in the chorus’s opening “Amen.” Another 
duality found in the text (and Pärt’s setting) is the hope of mortals to share in both Christ’s pain and His 
transfiguration. Pärt connects the human and divine components via a series of country dances, played by 
the strings between portions of the sacred text. It’s a stunning technique, one that both jars and moves the 
listener. Throughout, the vocal writing is arrestingly beautiful and poignant, all the more so for its simplicity 
and directness of expression. Pärt maintains the rapt tension of this 24-minute work from start to finish, 
and the cumulative impact is breathtaking. As I mentioned, Pärt composed the Stabat Mater in honor of 
Alban Berg. I’d like to think that the composer of his Violin Concerto in memory of Manon Gropius, itself 
an heartbreakingly eloquent portrait of pain and transformation, would have been gratified by the tribute. 
While I wanted to make special mention of the three works I’ve discussed, all 6 of the included pieces are 
characteristic of Pärt’s work, of a very high level, and worth your attention.

Pärt’s sound world, exemplified here by his choral music, demands performers with pure and beautiful 
tone, and impeccable intonation. Sometimes, for expressive purposes, Pärt also extends his vocalists to 
their limits. In all instances, the Gloriae Dei Cantores, an ensemble based in the Cape Cod town of Orleans, 
MA, acquits itself in superb fashion. The singing is unfailingly secure, lovely, and expressive. This of course is 
a tribute to the members of the ensemble and their Director, Richard K. Pugsley, who leads with an assured 
and sensitive hand throughout. The soloists all sing well, and the string ensembles in L’abbé Agathon and 
the Stabat Mater play with a beauty of tone and unanimity of articulation and intonation comparable to their 
vocal colleagues. One small criticism: the French diction in L’abbé Agathon by both the women’s chorus and 
soloist lacks the final degree of polish (for example, “un gâteau” is pronounced “une”). But overall, this is a 
magnificent representation of first-rate choral music. The recording, made in the Orleans, MA The Church 
of the Transfiguration, is brimming with warmth and atmosphere, as well as a clarity befitting the repertoire. 
James E. Jordan’s liner notes are entertaining, informative, and at times, quite moving. Bravo. Full texts and 
translations as well. Highly recommended.   —Ken Meltzer

5 Stars: Gloriae Dei Cantores shines in choral music by Arvo Pärt






